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Nine-year-old Binh dreams of being able to go to school; however, it is her harsh reality that she must spend every day on the streets selling fresh fruit from a cart. Living in a small village, this Vietnamese girl must do all she can to help contribute to her family's meager income. One evening Binh's grandmother (Ba Ngaoi) confesses to having had a baby with an American Soldier during the war, and Binh's hopes seem as if they may become her new reality: Binh's aunt, Thao, who was adopted and grew up in America, is coming to Vietnam to meet Binh's family. Binh has seen American movies, and she knows that her aunt will come with many treasures and fortune to share. However, Binh's Vietnamese family is greatly disappointed with what actually occurs when Thao arrives. Binh must work with her aunt to teach her the ways of Vietnamese culture, while her aunt describes American culture. Finally, an understanding between the two cultures is reached, and Binh's dreams become more real than she could ever have imagined.

Marsden has created a simple story with many underlying cultural complexities. *When Heaven Fell* illustrates the common misunderstandings that can occur, and the learning that needs to take place, when two different cultures are thrown together. Although the reader may feel that the story is anti-climatic, the lesson of acceptance and understanding is profound. Binh is a young and lovable character, whose voice is accurately portrayed by her thoughts and feelings throughout the story. Useful for realistic depiction of life in Vietnam. A great addition to any multicultural section in a library or personal book collection. This story provides a refreshing reminder that sometimes it is the differences (instead of similarities) among people that build unity.